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Static compression of metals Mo, Pb, and Pt to 272 GPa: Comparison with shock data
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Several metals, Mo, Pb, and Pt, have been compressed in a diamond anvil cell to 272 GPa and

studied by energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction using a synchrotron source. The bcc phase of Mo was
found to be stable to 272 GPa at 300 K, and the phase transition reported in shock compression at
210 GPa and 4100 K was not observed. This implies either a large hysteresis and/or significant vi-

brational and electronic contributions to the entropy change at the transition. The measured static
equation of state of Pb to 272 GPa employing Pt and Mo as pressure standards shows stiffening as
compared with shock data, and the reasons for this difference are discussed.

The issue of pressure standards is of immense techno-
logical and basic science importance in static and dynam-
ic pressure research. The calibrated static pressures at-
tainable in the diamond anvil cell have shown a steady in-
crease in the past few years. ' There have been parallel
developments recently in identifying pressure standards
derived from the shock equation of state. Nellis et al.
gave new absolute shock compression data for Al, Cu,
and Pb and suggested the use of these metals as pressure
standards for diamond anvil cell experiments to 1000
GPa. Holmes et al. shock compressed Pt to 660 GPa
using a two-stage gas gun to qualify this material as an
ultra-high-pressure standard for both dynamic and static
experiments. However, from the static-pressure x-ray-
diffraction point of view, pressure standards should be
stable in a particular crystallographic phase over an ex-
tended pressure range and preferably should have a high
atomic number in order to get signals from sample
volume of 10 ' cm . Also, the question of self-
consistency among various pressure standards proposed
in the literature remains an important issue and needs
careful experimentation.

The calibrated static pressures of 364 GPa have now
been achieved in the diamond anvil cell and have lead to
renewed interest in the phase transitions in the transition
elements Cr, Mo, and W near the middle of the series.
Recently, acoustic velocity data under shock compression
in Mo were interpreted as indicative of solid-solid phase
transition at 210 GPa and 4100 K. Also, the first-
principles theoretical calculations based on linear mu%n-
tin orbital (LMTO) method predict a zero-temperature
bcc to hcp transition at 320 GPa in Mo. More recent
shock experiments on W indicate similar solid-solid tran-
sition at 400 GPa.

The motivation for the present series of experiments
was twofold, the first being to look for the phase transi-
tion in NIo at static pressures above 200 CsPa and the
second being to compare the pressures obtained by
different standards Mo, Pt, and Pb at extreme compres-
sions. Three separate experiments were performed and
the energy-dispersive x-ray-diffraction studies were car-
ried out using the Bl white beam station at the Cornell
High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS}, Cornell Uni-

versity and the X-7A station at the National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS}, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
The details of the x-ray-diffraction technique are given in
Ref. 9. The first experiment employed diamonds with a
Aat diameter of 100-pm 5-degree level to a culet diameter
of 300 pm; a mixture of Pb and Pt was studied to 124
GPa and resulted in a catastrophic failure of diamonds.
The second experiment employed diamonds of 50-pm Aat
7-degree bevel to 300-pm culet and a mixture of Pb and
Pt was studied to 206 GPa and decompressed to study
the reverse transitions in Pb. ' '" The third experiment
employed 25-pm fiat diamond 7-degree bevel to 350-pm
culet and a mixture of Mo and Pb was compressed to 272
GPa and is being held at this pressure for more studies.
In an earlier work using the same diamond design as in
the third experiment we had compressed Pt metal to 282
GPa.

Figure 1 shows the energy-dispersive x-ray-diffraction
(EDXD) pattern of the Mo and Pb mixture at a pressure
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FIG. 1. Energy dispersive x-ray-diffraction spectrum (back-
ground subtracted) of Mo and Pb mixture at a pressure of 26
GPa calculated from Mo shock EOS. Pb is in the hcp phase
and Mo is in the bcc phase at this pressure. The spectrum was
taken at Ed =46.004 keV A at X-7a at NSLS in 20 min.
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of 26.4 GPa. The Pb is in the hcp phase at this pressure
and Mo is in the bcc phase. Pb has already undergone
one phase transition from the fcc to the hcp phase around
13 GPa. ' The pressure is calculated from the measured
volume of Mo using the latest shock equation of state
(EOS) of Mo from Los Alamos to 435 GPa (Ref. 8) fitted
to the following Birch-Murnaghan EOS

P= —'8 (x —x )[1+—'(8' —4)(x —1)] .

Here x = Vz/V, V is the volume per atom, and VN is
the extrapolated volume per atom of the phase under
consideration at zero pressure. B0 and B0 are fitting pa-
rameters, and if the functional form of the EOS given
above is exact for a given material, then they correspond
to the isothermal bulk modulus and its pressure deriva-
tive evaluated at zero pressure. The Mo shock EOS is
fitted with 80 =262. 8 GPa, and 80 =3.949.

The shock EOS of Pb to 1000 GPa given by Nellis
et al. when fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation
gives 80=38.98 GPa and 80=5.037. The measured
volume of Pb in Fig. 1 when used with this Pb shock EOS
gives a pressure of 27.5 GPa. In this compression range
of Pb ( V/Vo =0.73), the pressures calculated by difFerent
pressure standards only difFer by 4%.

Figure 2 shows the EDXD spectrum of Mo and Pb
mixture at a pressure of 267 GPa calculated from the Mo
shock EOS. If we take the measured volume of Pb in Fig.
2 and use the Pb shock EOS then we get a pressure of
only 238 GPa, about 29 GPa lower than the pressure ob-
tained from Mo standard. Pb is in bcc phase at this pres-
sure after undergoing a second sluggish hcp-bcc phase
transition in the 100 GPa pressure range. ' '" Mo retains
its bcc phase up to this pressure, as can be seen by the
presence of (110)and (200) diffraction peaks in Fig. 2 and
the fact that no extra diffraction peaks were observed. It

should be added that if Mo had transformed to the hcp
phase as predicted by theory and supported by structural
trends in transition metals, such a transition would be
very clear in the diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 2. Fur-
ther evidence that no phase transition has taken place is
obtained from the plot of interplanar spacing of the
strongest (110) diffraction peak of the bcc phase of Mo as
a function of pressure measured by Pb shock EOS (Fig.
3). There is a continuous decrease with pressure and no
abrupt changes are observed in the interplanar spacing
around 210 GPa. The interplanar spacing of the strong-
est difFraction peak (101) for a hypothetical hcp phase of
Mo is also indicated in Fig. 3 assuming no volume change
at the phase transition.

The measured static EOS of Pb to 272 GPa using Mo
and Pt as pressure standards is shown in Fig. 4. Most of
the )ow-pressure fcc Pb data are from Mao et al. ' using
the ruby pressure scale which in turn was calibrated us-
ing shock data. It is to be emphasized that only single-
phase data points are plotted in Fig. 4 and all the phase-
mixture data points were omitted. This reduces the
scatter in the measured EOS and distinctly shows the
volume change at hcp-bcc transition. The static EOS of
Pb obtained this way differs from the shock EOS (Ref. 5)
as shown in Fig. 4. In particular, at a static compression
of Pb V/V0=0. 45, Pb shock EOS underestimates pres-
sure by as much as 10% in a systematic fashion. There is
a good agreement between EOS data points of Pb ob-
tained with Mo standard and those obtained with Pt stan-
dard in the overlap region of the data sets (Fig. 4). We
believe, therefore, that the discrepancy between static
and shock EOS for Pb is real and is not due to a particu-
lar choice of standard used to study Pb. The measured
static EOS of fcc, hcp, and bcc phases of Pb are fitted to
the Birch-Murnaghan EOS and the results are summa-
rized in Table I.
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FIG. 2. Energy dispersive x-ray-diffraction spectrum (back-
ground subtracted) of Mo and Pb mixture at a pressure of 267
GPa calculated from Mo shock EOS. Both Pb and Mo are in
the bcc phase at this pressure. The (200) diffraction peak from
bcc Pb is too weak to be observed at this pressure. The spec-
trum was taken at Ed =46.087 keV A at B1 station at CHESS in
300 min.
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FIG. 3. The interplanar spacing for (110) diffraction planes
of the bcc phase of Mo as a function of pressure measured by Pb
shock EOS. The solid curve is only a guide to the eye and the
dashed line indicates the (101j interplanar spacing for a hy-
pothetical hcp phase.
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C)o TABLE I. The parameters for the Birch-Murnaghan fits to
the static equation of state for various phases of Pb. The V„ for
Pb is 30.326 A /atom.
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Bp
Vy/Vp

fcc

43.20
4.87
1.0

hcp

46.63
5.23
0.985

bcc

29.02
7.16
0.978
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FIG. 4. The measured static EOS of Pb to 272 GPa using Mo
and Pt pressure standards. The fcc, hcp, and bcc phases of Pb
are plotted with different symbols. The solid curves are the fits
to the Birch-Murnaghan EOS with parameters shown in Table
I. The dashed curve is the shock EOS from Nellis et a1. (Ref.
5).

It should be added that the 10% deviation of the static
and shock EOS noted in the present work is within the
upper-bound uncertainty of the 300 K isotherms for Al,
Cu, and Pb given by Nellis et al. However, the sys-
tematic deviation is interesting enough to reexamine the
300 K isotherm of Pb in light of the bcc high-pressure
phase and possible errors due to large thermal correction
to the Hugoniot in case of soft materials. It is interesting
to point out that in shock compression of Pb to
V/V0=0. 45, thermal pressure correction is around 240
GPa and corresponds to about 50% of the Hugoniot
pressure. Measurements of melting temperature of Pb
have been recently carried out to pressures of 100 GPa
and temperature near 4000 K by Godwal et al. ' in a
laser heated diamond anvil cell. This recent study along
with sound velocity measurements' in shock compressed
Pb present strong evidence that Pb is molten at shock
pressures higher than 50—60 GPa. This would indicate
that the most of the shock Hugoniot data is in liquid
phase and the liquid state models used in the reduction of
Hugoniot to the isothermal EOS data should be reexam-
ined.

The lack of a phase transition in Mo in static experi-
ments to a volume compression V/Vo of 0.646 (272 GPa)
puts some important constraints on the phase transition

seen in shock waves at 210 GPa and 4100 K. There are
two distinct possibilities for the phase diagram of Mo.

(1) The solid-solid phase boundary in Mo has a nega-
tive slope and from the present experiments
dT/dP) —60 K/GPa. The negative slope of the bcc-
hcp phase boundary has been suggested by Shaner' to
owe its origin to the higher electronic entropy in the close
packed structure relative to the bcc phase. It is of in-
terest to point out that the molecular-dynamics simula-
tions of hcp-bcc transition in Zr (Ref. 18) explicitly show
the importance of electronic contribution to the entropy.

(2) The phase transition (bcc to hcp?) in Mo is sluggish
and thermal activation or significant overpressure from
equilibrium conditions may be needed to drive the transi-
tion in diamond anvil cell experiments.

In summary, we have compressed several metals Mo,
Pb, and Pt to 272 GPa in the diamond anvil cell and
structural studies were made using synchrotron sources.
The ambient bcc phase of Mo was found stable to these
pressures in static experiments and, when combined with
shock data, has some interesting implications for the
phase diagram of Mo. The pressure standards Mo and Pt
were found to be consistent to 210 GPa, while the Pb
pressure standard underestimates the pressure by about
10% at 270 GPa. The measured static equation of state
of Pb should be used to refine the theoretical models used
in the energetics of ion motion in both the solid and hot
liquid metal.
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